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iNTO PANEL PAINT           UULA COLOR 2021

Type
Fast-drying, breathable and odourless water-based oil paint
for interior wall and ceiling panelling. iNTO Panel Paint has 
excellent coverage and adhesive qualities due to which 
no primer is required. Contains no plastic agents. 
The binder is made up of renewable natural oils.  

Intended use
Untreated or previously painted panel, wood and board 
surfaces such as walls and ceilings in dry interior spaces.  

Technical qualities
Gloss level: semi-matt
Density approx. 1.3 kg/L 
Contains no methylisothiazolinone (MIT)
Contains no volatile organic compounds (VOC)
Emission class M1 in building materials. 
Wet abrasion resistance: SFS-EN 13300 class 1, ISO 11998
Washability class: SFS 3755: over 5000 brushes 

Colours
Base A (white). Machine tinting. May be tinted to most common colour charts. 

Application & conditions
Ordinary paint brush, roller or low-pressure paint sprayer. The surface to be painted 
must be dry, the relative air humidity below 80 % and the temperature at least +10°C. 

Drying time
Touch dry in approx. 30 minutes. Ready for a re-coat in 2 hours. 
(+20°C and relative air humidity below 80%) 

Coverage
Approx 7 m2/L depending on the roughness and porosity of the surface. 

Thinner
Water

Cleaning of equipment
Clean the equipment with soap and water right after you have finished painting.

Container sizes
0.9 L, 2.7 L and 9 L.

Storage and disposal
Storage in a cool and dry place. DO NOT ALLOW TO FREEZE! Dry and empty containers 
can be recycled. Liquid waste must be taken to a municipal hazardous waste collec-
tion point.
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Painting instructions

Unpainted surface
Clean the surface of dust.
Wash dirty surfaces with Uula Washing Agent following the instructions. 
Allow to dry thoroughly before painting. 
Level cracks and holes with filler if necessary. 
Prime new surfaces with iNTO Primer.
Apply two coats of iNTO Panel Paint. Thin with water if necessary. 

Previously painted or varnished surfaces 
Remove peeling and flaky old paint. 
Sand a glossy or hard surface with a sandpaper to ensure adhesion. 
Wash dirty surfaces with Uula Paint Washing Agent following the instructions.
Allow to dry thoroughly before painting. 
Level cracks and holes with filler if necessary. 
Prime bare patches with iNTO Interior Primer if necessary.
Apply two coats of iNTO Interior Paint. Thin with water if necessary. 

Care instructions 
Treat painted surfaces with care during the first month. 
Clean with soft cloths and sponges that do not scratch the surface. 
Use neutral washing agents only. Rinse the surface thoroughly. 

Tips for painting 
Stir the paint thorougly before use and during painting. 
Reserve and mix enough paint for a large surface to avoid potential colour variations 
in different batches. 
Paint a test patch to ensure that the colour is correct.
There may be subtle variation in shade depending on the gloss level of paints, tinting 
pastes, tinting machines and methodology.
Always choose paint in the space and lighting it is intended for. Lighting and gloss 
level of the paint affect the perception of colour.  
Apply paint generously. 
If uncertain, get in touch with the manufacturer of the paint or with a competent 
retailer before starting the painting process.

Information in the technical specification is based on tests and practical experience. All instructions are only indica-
tive and depend, for example, on the texture of the surface, quality, colour and previous treatments. Because we 
cannot control the use and working conditions of our products we take responsibility only for the quality of the 
product and guarantee that it is in accordance with the high standards of Uulatuote Oy. We do not take responsibili-
ty for damage caused by using the product against our instructions or intended use.
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